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The purpose of this paper is to study conditions in order that two complete 
uniform spaces are uniformly homeomorphic.
We concerned ourselves with the same problem in a previously published 
paper.i^ There we characterized a point by a family of uniform coverings, and 
for that the condition of the lattice of uniform basis as well as the proofs of 
theorems was considerably complicated and unnatural. By using a family of 
families of uniform coverings in the place of a family of uniform coverings, in 
this paper we show that the condition I )  in the previous paper and a condition, 
weaker than 2) there are sufficient for the conditions of the lattice of uniform 
basis which defines the uniform complete space up to a uniform homeomorphism, 
and we simplify proofs of propositions.
We concern ourselves with the lattice L(^R) of uniform basis of a complete 
uniform space EP , satisfying the following conditions,
1) i f   ^U R ) ,  then  ^LQR).
2) i f  then for an arbitrary open set Z7o» there exists ^KC/o»U) 
in LCR)
such that i)  M€DJl(C7o»U) implies M ^ U o*
ii) u e v i  and Ur^Uo=<t> imply C/CM 53) fo r some M.
1) is the same condition as I )  in the previous paper.
2) is weaker than 2 ')  in the previous paper and accordingly than 2) there.
Definition. We denote by [iAiP) the set of all the families jul of uniform 
coverings such that
for every nbd ( —neighbourhood) U ip )  of p, there exists 50^6;« for which 
U(P)CtM  for all M  €931.
Lemma I. \fj](<P) satisfies the following two conditions
I) fo r  every U € £ (i? ) , there exist W ^ L (R ) and % ^ L (R ) such that 
U'<H, ;
U '<^v5x and imply U < $ v O ;
 ^9)1 fo r  every /i and some 9)1 G
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2) L{R) is a family of open uniform coverings.
II) fo r  every U 6L(jR), there exists such that U '< U ;
i f  fo r every ^ and some 9)1 G and i f  SJt fo r  every
IX and some 9)1 € yu, then U<5p 91.
Proof. \iA(.P) satisfies I).
Let € C7 €U. Take U' € L {R ) such that U'<U, SKP^ U')(ZU P
Let P ^ U ' Then holds for 9)l(C7'. «0=51- M and
U '<Q V 5i, then since £7o '€F  and S(i>, UOo imply for some
A, there exists Vo' such that S(^, UOoC/o'4"0 ; W C P  for ail P€5p. Since 
for such Uo', UoCU  holds, we get U<^P for all P  e5p. Similarly we get Uc^Q 
for all Q € O. Therefore U-C^ P  ^O.
It is obvious that v sjjj for every fx and some 9)1 € /:.
{fA(p) satisfies II).
Let ^ € U € U. Take U' € L {R )  such that U'<U, SK p, U0CC7. If U'<91 9)1 
fqr every fi and some fx, then U'<XiN holds for some U' € U' such that 
C7'riS(i>. U')4=0 and for every iV 691.
To see this we assume the contrary. Obviously {9)K£/o. U')| Z7oCS(i>, U')> 
Uo'. nbd of p]=ix  6 {/<}(i>)- For every 9)i€/<, S(p, U')oC^'=0 U' €11' imply 
U 'C M  69)1 for some M : hence from the assumption U'<9)l'^9l for every W^fx, 
which is a contradiction. Therefore from {7'^S(^ . U')=t=0> U'<t.N for all iV 6 91, 
we get U 'CU  and U<tN for all AT 6 91.
Similarly we get U<X.P for all F  6 5p. Hence U<5P 91 holds.
Lemma 2. I f  {;«} is a fam ily o f  families o f  uniform  coverings satisfying  
the condition / )  in Lemma I, then fo r  every  Uo 6 £(12). there exists C7o6Uo 
such that fo r  every fx€{fx}, there exists 9)16// fo r which C/ocCM holds fo r  all 
M 69)l.
Proof. Take U such that tt**<Uo.
By the condition I), take U'<U and 31>U' such that U '< 5p v 5i and U' < 0  v?i 
imply U<5pvQ.
Now we show that if £7', f /"6 U ' and U ',U "<^A ^'^  for every At then 
S(Z7',U)oZ7"4=0. We assume the contrary. Putting 9)l(C7', U)=5p, 9)1(17", U) =  0 .  
we get U''<C  ^^  91. U'<CO  ^91. U<C  ^  ^D is obvious from the assumption, which 
contradicts the condition I).
Taking Uo such that SK U ', U)CLro6Uo for this U ', we see that U' 9 [ /" < ^ 6 9 1  
for every A  implies U"CUo. Henca if there exists [x^{fx\ such that U oC M  
holds for every 9)1 6 and for some M € 9)1, for every U" 6 U' we get either 
C7"CA69t for some A  or U"CUo> i.e. U'<^919)t for every 9)^6^, which con­
tradicts the condition I). Thus this lemma is proved.
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Lemma 3. I f  fo r  {/^}, a fam ily o f families o f  uniform  coverings, and 
fo r  U, the condition / / )  holds, then S(^U \n')r,U '’-¥<l> holds fo r  
such that fo r every ju € {ju} there exists such that U'c^M for every M,
and fo r  every jjl € {lA there exists such that U"c^M € 9)1 fo r every M .
Proof. Let us assume the contrary and put U )= $ ,
then we get  ^50^  for every ^ € {/ }^ and for some 931 6  ju and  ^ for
every ju e {ju} and for some dJl € m- ^or these $  and 5  ^ U < ^  v 51^  is obvious, which 
contradicts the condition II).
Lemma 4. {/Jt}Cp  ^ is a maximum set satisfying the condition I ) ,
Proof. Let {iA {p \  then there exists a nbd JJ of p  such that U C N  
for every 31 6  v and for some A^ .
Take such that SKP>Vi')CU, and put U')l^7oCS(^, Uoi nbd
of p} ^  ii, then M^{/i}Cp^. Taking an arbitrary U' we see that if 
r\S(pfU^)^^, then Z7'CiV €31 for every 31 and for some N  and that if 
r\S(py then U 'C M  €3}l tor every Tl and for some M. Hence from
Lemma 2 , the condition I) is not satisfied by { { m}(P)* Thus this proposition 
is valid.
If {/1 } is a family of families of uniform coverings satisfying the condition 
I) and II), then for t /(U )=  ^ {C7| C/€ U ; for every jnelju}, there exists 
such that for every M}> {Z7(U)1U € Z (i?)} is a cauchy filter from
Lemma 2 and from Lemma 3. Since R is complete, {C7(U)} converges to a point 
p, Then obviously {/«} C {/i}(i>) holds. If moreover {jul} is a maximum set 
satisfying I), then {/4= {a«}(^ )*
Definition. We denote by ^(i?) the set of all {jul}, maximum sets satisfying 
I), II) i.e. the set of all {fAiP\  Obviously, there exists a one-to-one cor­
respondence between R and ^iR'). We denoted by S (A ) the image of a subset 
A of 2? in S (/2 ) by this correspondence.
Definition. We call a covering {S(Z7f»)} of S(i?) a uniform covering of S(i?) 
when {S(C7 oj)} satisfies tne following condition: There exists U 6 S(jR) such 
that if S(C7 «5)» then we can choose certain {/4 (^i)» [lAiP^i)
WfAiPa)] SOthatthere exist in [iAiPi) ^nd 1x2 in {jAiP^) ^or which 
and mze/jL2 imply U < 3)liV 3JZ2.
Lemma 5. In  order that (S(CZoj)I is a uniform covering o f  2QR), it is 
necessary and sufficient that {Ua} is a uniform covering o f  R.
Proof. Firstly we prove that if {Ua} is a uniform covering of R, then 
{S(Z7 o5)} is a uniform covering of S(i?). We take U € LQR) such that
Let {lAipcd^^W od*  then paiUc^, Take an arbitrary point pi from {p^}.
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and let SKpi^ U)CC/o,, then P2- P <,$ SKPx* U) holds. For U )IU'CSCpu U) ;
U' is a nbd of pi]^/M  (/-=1,2),  in  ^ [fAiPt) is obvious. If are arbitrary 
elements, of /^«(/=1,2),  then for an arbitrary C/'€U, we get either C7'r^S(i>i* U) 
= 0  or ^7."oS(^2.,U)=0,. that is, either or U 'C M 2 ^^^h- Therefore,
U < % v % .
Conversely we show that if {11 }^ is not a uniform covering of R, then 
is i^iOt a uniform covering of 2(^R),
Let U be an arbitrary uniform covering of LiR)* then since {Ua} is not a 
uniform covering, U^{Ua} holds; hence there exists C7 6U such that 
for all {U^}. Take p^eUr^U^^ for each then S(Z7^). We
choose and {jui}ip2') from in an arbitrary way. If /uae {fxKpi)
( / = 1 , 2 ) ,  then since £7 is a nbd of pi and of p 2 * there exist ( / = 1 , 2 )
such that U ctM ieM i for every Mt ( / = 1 , 2 ) .  Therefore U <^iV 5Ji2.
By thisc lemma we see that 2QR) with the uniform coverings defined above 
is a uniform space, being uniformly homeomorphic with R, Since the uniform 
space ^(2?) is defined only by the lattice-order << from Z(i?), if Ri and R 2 are 
complete uniform spaces, a lattice isomorphism between LQRi) and Z(i?2)  generates 
a uniform homeomorphism between ^(i?i) and 2QR2)- Hence we get the following 
theorem.
Theorem. In  order that two complete uniform  spaces R\ and R2 are 
uniformly homeomorphic, it is necessary and sufficient that L iR i) and L iR 2)  
are Iattice-isomorphic* where L iR i) and L iR 2) are lattices o f  uniform  bases 
satisfying conditions I ) , 2).
Corollary I. I f  R is a complete uniform space, then the uniform  topology 
o f R is characterized by any lattice L iR ) o f  uniform  basis o f  R satisfying  
the condition V) o f  Theorem and
2') i f  U ^ L iR ), then fo r an arbitrary open set Z7o, there exists in L iR )  
such that i) implies ii) t /€ U ,  imply U e m .
This 2 0  is the condition 2') in the previous paper.
Corollary 2. I f  R is a complete uniform  space without isolated point* 
then the uniform topology o f  R is characterized by any lattice L iR ) o f  uniform  
basis o f  R satisfying the condition I )  and
2") i f  U, 55 6Z (i?), then for an arbitrary nbd U o f  p , there exists in 
L iR ) such that in U* and W >U in U\
Corollary 3. I f  R is a complete uniform space without isolated point* then 
the ‘uniform topology o f R is characterized by any lattice L iR ) o f  uniform  
basis o f  R satisfying the condition I )  and
"I'") i f  U6 £( i? ) ,  then for m  arbitrary nbd Uo o f  p , there e^ist$ W in
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L iR ) such that i)  m^CUo, ii) Ur^ Uo-=<l>, U^U imply U em .
Corollary 4. J f  R is a complete uniform space, then the uniform topology 
o f R is characterized by any lattice L (R ) o f uniform basis o f  R satisfying 
the condition I )  and
2 " " ) i f  U € L iR ). then fo r an arbitrary nbd U o f  p , there exists a uniform  
covering such that p e U 'C U ip ) ,  U "^ R  and e L {R ) ,
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